Queensland Opal Miners Association Inc.
PO Box 210
Quilpie Q 4480
Tel. 07 4656 1830
Email- qoma@bigpond.net.au

Hon. Mr. Geoff Wilson
Department of Mines and Energy

Given the many years the State has been designing and planning the
impending changes to the MRA’s, it was very disappointing that the QOMA was not
formally advised that the MRA Review Discussion paper had been released by DME
until mid June 2007.
The QOMA’s interest as a stakeholder, had been clearly expressed in meetings held
with the State, Queensland Resources Council and other small-scale mining
representative groups, (QBOA, NQGM, QSPA), all who confirmed their stakeholder
interests with regard to this MRA Review.
Most lobby groups or individuals seeking to undertake such an in depth review, to
ensure they were able to prepare and provide quality submissions, would require all the
notification time that could be afforded.
This right has certainly not been extended to the QOMA, whom provide Industry
representation to a large portion of the small-scale mining sector in our region, and for
whom the State recognises and engages as the principal stakeholder for Native Title
Negotiations, Environmental and Health and Safety issues, to name a few.
The QOMA are also disappointment that not all tenement holders were notified of, or
served a copy of the MRA Review Discussion paper so as to provide input nor were
many operators aware of the DME having the impromptu meetings in the Mining
Regions.
The QOMA hopes that you, as now Minister of the recently renamed “Department of
Mines and Energy” reaffirms its commitment to the Mining Industry and recognises the
contributions made by the Small Scale Mining Sector.
It is apparent to the mining industry at large, that it is not the MRA’s that are the problem,
but poor implementation of the MRA’s, caused by partly by a culture within the States
Mining Regulatory Regime and poor retention of experienced personnel
The principal mining regulatory regime has undergone many revamps in previous years,
due to Political reshuffling of the Mining Portfolio (DM, DME, DNR&M, DNRM&E,
DNRM&W, and now DME) and a lot of experienced staff have been seconded to other
regulatory authorities in the process, this has left the mining section of DME regulated
without the experience it once had.
The Mines department and the Mining Industry require stability with the mining portfolio
to assist with resolving impediments within the mining regime.

The QOMA feel that unless DME addresses their internal problems, at all administrative
and bureaucratic levels and implement positive changes, then any new Act is destined to
retain the current impediments and associated problems.
Whilst it may be tempting to entertain the thought that DME now appears to be soliciting
in the MRA Review Discussion Paper the notion of a separate Act for the Small-Scale
mining sector, we are cautious to engage and support this notion unless the parameters
and implementation of such an Act will actually be beneficial to our Industry.
The Opal Mining industry does not require a new act if it diminishes the rights operators
have now, only if it enhances current rights and resolves problems currently being
experienced, such as: - delays with tenement applications, overzealous tenement
application information and scrutiny, and better native title processes.
The QOMA would suggest that a Small Scale Miner Representative be appointed to the
MRA Discussion Paper Review Committee so as to provide the practical experience and
perspective of Small Scale Mining Operation’s to the DME Staff whilst reviewing these
submissions.
The QOMA however, tender the attached “QOMA Submission–MRA Review Discussion
Paper for your consideration, albeit not as descriptive and concise as we may have
provided had we had the maximum time to conduct our review.
Despite this fact the QOMA are confident that with your instruction, the DME will now
include the QOMA in the MRA Review process and seek consultation with QOMA’s
Management Committee before instigating changes that maybe detrimental to the future
of Queenslands Opal Industry.
The QOMA are hopeful that you as the new Minister will now take an interest in our
small-scale mining industry and personally review this submission.
This will provide you with an insight into the current impediments to our Industry and an
Industry perspective on what would be suitable to ensure our sustainability.
We hope that you will provide the leadership that is required in directing policy to the
administering DME, a department that hopefully intends to refocus on promoting Mining
in Queensland and that respects and values the “Historic and Future” contributions that
Small Scale Operators can generate for the State, and provide effective legislation and
regulation that ensures not only our viability but preserves this “way of life!”

We wish you all the success and support with this endeavour

Kindly

Greg McKay
President QOMA

Queensland Opal Miners Association Inc.
PO Box 210
Quilpie Q 4480
Tel. 07 4656 1830
Email- qoma@bigpond.net.au

QOMA Submission- MRA Review Discussion Paper.
Introduction
The Queensland Opal Mining Association Inc., (QOMA) is a not for profit
organisation that provides Industry representation to regulatory regimes on
behalf of its members and fellow opal miners.
The QOMA provides this representation to Federal and State Minister’s
regulating mining related activities in Queensland (NNTT, DME, EPA, LRT,
DNR&W)
The QOMA has provided principle representation for Native Title negotiations in
the South West for Opal Mining, and have successfully negotiated two (2)
positive outcomes, having National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) registered
Indigenous Land Use Agreement’s (ILUA) with both the Boonthamurra and the
Budjuti/ Mardigan Peoples and is currently involved in assisting miners with the
“Right to Negotiate” processes.
The QOMA also provides opal-miners assistance with mining related documentation
under the QOMA’s, “Miner’s Assistance with Documentation” (M.A.D.) program.
The M.A.D. program assists with paper work such as Applications for Mining Leases,
EPM’s, Surrenders, Renewals, etc., in an effort to assist small-scale miners keep up
to the ever increasing demands placed on them by Mining Regulatory Regime
bureaucrats, who keep raising the level of applications and reporting beyond the
capacity of most individual’s involved in small-scale mining.
The QOMA has been able to provide the opal industry sound representation with
this and other reviews including the review of the “Codes of Compliance for
Environmental Authorities” (EPA).
The QOMA is a founding member of the Queensland Small Miners Council and
the National Opal Miners Association, who are “like minded” Mining Industry
stakeholder groups.
The QOMA’s principle goal is to ensure that regulatory authorities have
appropriate legislation and regulation that is suitable for the needs of the Opal
Industry and hence our involvement in this MRA Review.

It is apparent to the mining industry at large, that it is not the MRA’s that are the
problem, but poor implementation of the MRA’s, caused partly by a culture within
the States Mining Regulatory Regime and poor retention of experienced
personnel.
The principal mining regulatory regime has undergone many revamps in previous
years. (DM, DME, DNR&M, DNRM&E, DNRM&W, and now DME) and a lot of
experienced staff, have been seconded to other regulatory authorities in these
processes, and has left the mining section of DME regulated without the
experience it once had.
The QOMA feel that unless DME addresses their internal problems, at all
administrative and bureaucratic levels and implement positive changes, then any
new Act is destined to retain the current impediments and associated problems.
The QOMA have compiled the information supplied in this submission by
discussing the topics with our members and other miner’s in the region and from
research, knowledge and experience we have attained collectively.
The QOMA aim to provide positive information in this submission, which assists
in guiding the State in the creation of legislation and regulation that enhances the
prospects for the Opal Mining Industry, that “encourages and facilitates” Opal
Mining and investment opportunities for our Industry that has not in recent years
been apparent.
For the Opal Industry to review and present a submission on the MRA’s, some
understanding of the “past” and “present” will help direct decisions for the
“Future” of Queensland Opal Mining, by not only the Opal Industry but the
regulators who implement the Mining Related Acts.
The QOMA have therefore not only collated and responded to information that is
requested in the MRA Discussion Paper, but included other topics in the QOMA
MRA – Review Objectives listed below.

QOMA’s - MRA Review Objectives are:1. To provide an Opal Industry Profile.
2. To review the: - Regulators of the MRAs
3. To provide an Opal Industry collective response to Questions in the
Discussion paper

1. An Opal Industry Profile
Preface
Opal, “Australia’s National Gemstone”, is rich with myths and legends.
From some of the earliest records of opal, since “Cleopatra”, opal has been a
desired gemstone, prized above all others!
Whilst the consumer for opal create the demand and generally speaking, have an
obsession for this wondrous gem, few however, experience the exhilaration of
being “on opal” as only the opal miner experiences.
It is difficult to describe such exhilaration, it has to be experienced!
From the moment it is unearthed, or fashioned by the cutter allowing the full
beauty of the opal released from its host rock, opal can captivate and beguile its
beholder.
Whilst in most instances the Opal has a net value, it is the true beauty of the
object being adorned that is appreciated by most in the Opal Industry.
Whilst this review on the MRA’s touches on subjects that relate to what is best
described as the “Clinical Aspects” that such a review commands by the
regulators, it fails to touch on or to investigate the human need and desire to
“discover and possess”, that has driven civilisation since the dawn of time.
The legal right to “discover” is slowly being regulated out of the Queensland
Legislation, starting with the revoking of the “Miners Right” which every citizen
was once able to attain.
This removed a tool, which was attained through the uprisings and efforts of the
small-scale miners, that is entrenched in Australian History, ”The Eureka
Stockade.”
It’s sad to see the rights hard one by others in history, so recklessly and
inconsiderately removed, by bureaucracies in the present with a total disregard for
the community that once could enjoy these “hard one” rights by our forbearers.
The spirit of “Eureka Stockade” is still with the small-scale miner today, despite the
hijackings and misrepresentation’s, by unionists and governments who utilise the
symbolism of the “Eureka Flag”.
These people would have more in common with the hammer and the sickle as their
logo, than to steal the identity of small scale miners of the “Eureka Gold Fields”,
which were “self employed individuals” seeking a better way of life and a future for
their families, earned by their efforts and investment in Australia’s historical small
scale mining sector.

History of Opal Mining in Queensland
The history of opal in Queensland is one of heartbreak, frustration, determination
and at times success at incredible odds.
“Queensland is the birthplace of the Australian Opal Industry. “
Opal was first discovered in Queensland, on Listowel Downs, south of Blackall in
1869.

Cracking “Yowah Nuts.” Great Extended Mine (1901)

“Opal Miners” Great Extended Mine Yowah (1901)

Opal miners arrived in Queensland’s western regions to extract this beautiful
distinctly Queensland form of Opal prior to the first white settlement of the region.
In many instances opal fields were being discovered or established well before
graziers had registered their interest in what was to be become mostly “pastoral
leasehold lands”.
The first registered mine “Pride of the Hills” was in 1871, South of the present
town of Quilpie, from which sprang the opal fields of Duck creek and Sheep
Station Ck. By 1898 the township was renamed Toompine, and had populated to
300 miners and their families living on these fields.
Among the early miners were Berkelman and Lambert, who worked a deposit on
the Barcoo in 1872-1873, and whose opal attracted great interest at the
Queensland Annexe of the London International Gem Exhibition in 1873.
By 1875 there had been a number of wonderful finds and interest began to grow,
but it wasn't until1888 that Tullie Wollaston, a young surveyor turned
entrepreneur from Adelaide made a determined effort to market the gem. In so
doing he engraved his name forever across the annals of history. It was due to

his sheer determination in convincing the gem merchants of the world to accept
the gem that we now have a viable Industry.

Tullie Wollaston

Des and his wife, Val Burton

Opal gougers of last century were mostly shearers and station-hands who had
little or no geological knowledge. George Cragg, a young stockman, discovered
the northern opal fields on Warronbool Downs, 100 kilometres south of Winton
where the Opalton Field exists even to this day.
Two World Wars and droughts slowed the progress of Boulder Opal realising its
full potential on the world stage. Although mining on a small scale continued it
was relatively dormant.
It was not until 1967, when Des Burton, a pharmacist from Quilpie, became
involved with Boulder Opal, and, unwittingly through his efforts, helped revitalise
an industry.
He introduced modern open cut mining techniques, which revolutionised the opal
mining industry and introduced cutting techniques from Asia that assisted in
maximising yield that suited the unique form of Opal.
In the late 1980’s Queensland Boulder Opal experienced a peak in production.
This was due to the ease of attaining mining and exploration tenements and the
numbers of Opal Miners operating, which is estimated at between 500-600
miners.
With the abundance of Opal product on the market, prices soared, as
downstream processors, goldsmiths, manufacturing jewellers and gem
merchants were now interested in this exciting relatively new product that was
easily attainable.

By 1990, there were over 200 retailers marketing “Queensland Boulder Opal” on
the Gold Coast strip alone, and several hundred more in tourist centres like
Kuranda, Cairns, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Alice Springs.
Exports of “Queensland Boulder Opal” reached markets in Japan, Germany,
Switzerland, The United States of America, Hong Kong and the Middle East to
name a few.
The Queensland Opal Industry had finally achieved not only market acceptance,
but readily competed with other gems and stood alone on the world stage as one
of Australia’s uniquest gems” “Queensland Boulder Opal”

The good years were short-lived, just when the market had achieved a sound
base, in 1996; the Federal High Court released the verdict on Native Title,
commonly known as the “Wik decision”.
This decision had a devastating impact on Australia’s Mining Industries on
mainland Australia, as the processes and rights given to Aboriginals under the
NTAct 1993 over the lands that they would claim, would cause a major
impediment to the future of Mining in Australia.
Many large companies moved off-shore or worked reserves as State and Federal
governments pandered about around this new act, (NTAct), trying to understand
and implement it, at least to their understanding, over areas that were deemed,
“Non-exclusive tenure” which Native Title Claimants had the right under the
NTAct to claim.
In the meantime no new tenements were being granted by “the Mines
Department” on Pastoral Holdings (PPH) or Grazing Homestead Perpetual
Lease’s (GHPL) as Native Title Claimants had a right of veto over these areas.

With the vast majority of known Queensland opal occurrences deposited in
Western Queensland within these types of “Grazing leasehold holdings” the Opal
Mining Industry was brought to a standstill.
Whilst eventually GHPL grazing tenures were eventually deemed as “exclusive
tenure” , therefore not subject to Native Title Claim. The known opal formation
and opal fields that fell within these GHPL tenements were insignificant and
unable to support the numerous “opal crews” that were abundant pre-native title.
Therefore opal miners were forced to deal with obtaining access to PPH “nonexclusive” grazing tenements where the vast majority of mining interest was
conducted.
Opal Miners who generally required prompt access to tenure, because of the
generally small deposition of how opal occurs, relied on quick turnover of mining
tenements, and were/are devastated by the inability of State and Federal
governments to promptly provide clear concise and prompt paths to deal with
“Land Use and Access” for Mining on “Non-exclusive tenures”.
The Native Title Claim Groups and their Representative Body’s in the South
West of the State contributed to delays because of intra-indigenous problems
i.e.; - altercations over who was the “rightful” land Claimant for certain areas.
Overlapping Land Claims which the Representative Body’s were mostly unable
to resolve, caused delays and hindered the QOMA to negotiate ILUA’s in the
South West of the State.
The State had not effectively designed Native Title policy that implemented the
Native Title Act and in many instances should have initiated “Right to Negotiate”
process from the outset, which provide timeframes for negotiations to be
achieved.
These problems severely contributed to the lack of supply of “Queensland
Boulder Opal”.
This lack of supply of “Queensland Boulder Opal” lead to the inevitable…lack of
interest by the downstream processors, wholesalers, goldsmiths, manufacturing
jewellers and gem merchants who focussed their attentions on other gemstones
that were readily available overseas.

Today, over a decade after the Wik decision, many Opal Miners are still waiting
for tenements to be granted that are in “non-exclusive areas”.
Most experienced Opal miners have retired, moved on, are still waiting to access
land or in a few instances they have even literally, “died waiting!”
Despite QOMA having positively participated with the State and the Native Title
Parties and negotiated two (2) ILUA’s, it has been too little, too late!
The anticipated “rebirth of interest” after the signing and registration in the NNTT
of these ILUA’s has not eventuated, as delays in processing tenements by
Queensland the “Smart State”, has become infamous throughout the Australian
Opal fields, and has deterred new interest in the region.
These delays are also frequently seen on Freehold and Grazing Homestead
Perpetual Leases (GHPL), areas that are not subject to Native Title.
It is difficult for the Opal Industry and daresay the Mining Industry at Large to
perceive why there are delays in “Processing of Tenements” given the relatively
low number of tenures issued during the period since 1996-2005, none the less,
this factor was not the only contributing factors that have assisted in demise of a
Queenslands Opal production and a once booming industry.
On September 11, 2001, a date which is now one of the most notorious dates in
history, whilst the QOMA Management Committee and the Queensland Small
Miners Council prepared for meetings with the State on a range of mining related
issues, Al Queda launched the terrorism campaign in the United States of
America, that would shock the world and cause serious social and economic
impacts in every corner of the globe.
With the insecurities of safety, many people throughout the world stopped
travelling and held on tight to their money.
This reaction caused a major downturn in tourism to Australia and contributed to
a downturn in demand not only for “Queensland Boulder Opal” but for all
precious stones and jewellery throughout the world, as Gems and Jewellery are
luxury items and barely essential during times of International crisis.
Whilst these and subsequent terrorist events are still felt by the Gem and
Jewellery sector, other factors including a high Australian Dollar, impedes on the
traditional market purchasers of “Queensland Boulder Opal” (Japanese,

Germans, Swiss and Americans) in obtaining good value on exchange rates
compared to the 1980’s when the Australian Dollar was less valued.
Escalating fuel prices and the withdrawal by the State of fuel subsides have also
contributed negatively to the viability of opal miners in the last five (5) years,
costing miners more and more to extract this commodity.
To-date, there are only at best 60-80, professional Opal Miners remaining in the
Industry, a poor reflection of the boom years (I970-1995) that had once been
enjoyed by the 500-600 professional Queensland Opal Mining operators, their
families and employee’s, and the significantly proportional amount of hobby
miners that are 5 times more than professionals, let alone the downstream
processors.
Whilst there are external factors that this review cannot address, like terrorism
and fuel prices that contribute to the demise of small-scale miners, there are
factors that “should and can” be addressed, like delays in tenement processes
and the State’s processes and policies for Native Title Issues like the ASP’s,
RTN and ILUA processes.
Positive addressing and streamlining of these issues would contribute to an
upturn in the production and hence re-interest in Queensland Boulder Opal that
would undoubtedly assist in rebuilding this once vibrant Industry.
Boulder Opal and the people that mine and deal with opal have supplied
the industry a rich and colourful history, which has become part of
Australia's heritage.
The Opal Industry and Small Scale Miners not only have the right to
continue, but should have the support by all levels of Governments to
encourage, nurture and develop and preserve this Historical Industry.
Today, against all odds the opal miner just exists, trying to supply the
markets of the world with this most exquisite product, Queensland Boulder
Opal.

Is there a Future for Opal Miners in Queensland?
Queensland has the largest Opal Field in the world!
Opal has been discovered in Queensland from the Southern Borders of Western
Queensland to as far north as Kynuna, this will probably be the largest opal field
ever known.

To date very little opal has been mined from these Western Queensland
deposits.
Opal Mining centres in Winton, Quilpie, Jundah, Yowah and Cunnamulla produce
“Queensland Boulder Opal” in all its forms, from “Boulder, Matrix, Pipe, Yowah
Nuts, Koroit Nuts and Matrix.

“Full Face Boulder Opal”

“Yowah Nut

“Koroit”

It is also likely that “ Black Opal” is deposited from Hebel to North of Roma in the
Wallangulla Formation and to date is unexplored and exploration would
undoubtedly unleash new investment and interest in the region

The problem is not whether there is enough “Opal deposited” or the States
stewardship” of the opal material, as even with another 500 miners were
reintroduced to the “Known Opal Fields” there is most likely enough Queensland
Opal reserves to last forever at the current rate of tenure grant.
There are too few opal miners now, with only a core group of people left to place
any substantial pressure on the State to provide policy and legislate to ensure
the survival and prosperity for Small-Scale Miners.
Unfortunately these people can, and are, often are easily ignored!
In an effort to alleviate this problem and address impediments to the Small Scale
Mining industry, the QOMA in recent years have lobbied the Minister for Mines to
instate a “Small Scale Mining Policy Advisor” who would be the focal point for
discussions with “Small Sale Mining Representative Groups” in Queensland.
Through the persistent efforts by the QOMA, a meeting was organised in Quilpie
in 2006 with the Hon. Henry Palaschuk to present this submission.
The Minister saw immediate sensibility in our request and readily agreed to the
principle and immediately delegated the authority at the meeting to his Snr.
Advisor in attendance, Mr. Matthew Coe.
Unfortunately, “Departmental policy advisors” were able to obtain the submission
on the Ministers return and disregarded this commitment he had made to the
small scale miners of Queensland, by returning signed correspondence from the
Minister, denouncing the submission request and hence, reneged on the
Ministers word.
The QOMA are certain that the department would rather have Small-Scale
Miners at arms length from the Minister and much prefer us to have to struggle
through the labyrinth of lower and Middle Management so as to buffer the
Minister from the reality of the departments failings.
The QOMA and the Small Scale Miners will continue to pursue this request until
it is realised, as it provides the only avenue for high-level discussion between
Small Scale Mining Representative Groups and the State, which is similarly
afforded to the representative’s of the Big End of the Queensland Mining
Industry.

This positive step would give a forum that would allow the prompt redress of
issues that critically affect our industry and provide Small Scale Mining
Representative Groups an opportunity to better understand the processes within
the Mines Department.

The future for the Opal Industry in Queensland is yet to be
written.
The future for Queensland’s Opal Mining Industry and small-scale miners
in general, is up to the State to legislate, promote and provide positive
policy that actually does what the MRA’s mandate states- “to encourage
and facilitate” exploration and mining.
The future for Small Scale Miners relies on positive relationships with the
State and other stakeholders that adopts respect for each other’s
aspirations.
The QOMA seek of the new Minister, Mr. Geoff Wilson to immediately
reinstate the commitment made by the former Minister Mr Palaschuk at
meetings with QOMA and appoint a Snr. Policy adviser to be the Small
Scale Miners Liaison Officer for Small Scale Mining Representative Groups

What is opal mining?
Opal Mining is the extraction of Opal from the earth, whether in situ or from
alluvial deposits, by means of digging by hand with hand implements, or
mechanical assisted processes, be these processes underground or surface
orientated.
Queensland Boulder Opal is formed in the Winton Formation in the arid west of
the State on areas, which at best could be deemed Low Intensity Grazing (LIG).

Typical arid landscape of Western Qld. Opal Mining country low intensity grazing

Opal Mining is normally conducted over the cooler months of the year from April
to November, as the temperatures in Western Queensland can often exceed 50
degrees Celsius at the mine face, which in general, is neither safe for man or
machine.
Whilst the “needy and the greedy” may continue operations through the summer
period, caution is generally taken to minimise heat stress by working during the
cooler hours of the day and late afternoon.
These practices however are not the norm, as additionally the summer months
generally bring rains that restrict the opal miner from either accessing their
tenement or isolating them from resupplying should they be “rained in.”
These climatic conditions, “heat and rain”, generally impair the production
capacity on Exploration and Mining tenements in Western Queensland and are
an important impeding factor a miner must consider when planning operations.
Mining Regulators should understand, when miners either apply for extensions
on Exploration permits and Mining Lease/Claim renewals that seasonal factors
can severely impede and delay operations, and often hinder obligations placed
on the opal miner as time framed in regulatory requirements of the MRA’s.

The granting of tenements by the State do not often coincide with the planning
that is anticipated by the Opal Miner despite allowing and planning for these
seasonal factors, and hence, frequently incur unsatisfactory down time for Opal
Miners “mining operations”, leaving man, plant and equipment needlessly idle.
This is generally seen when miners apply for tenements during the mining
season, when access to areas are a bit more hospitable (April-November), yet
are frequently not granted until the end of the season, therefore not practical to
commence operations until the commenced of the following season.
The majority of opal miners carry out their opal operations on leases utilising any
combinations of earth moving equipment, “excavators, dozers, dump-trucks, front
end-loaders, scrapers or screening plants in open cut operations, however there
are still those who choose to operate underground.

“The Hammonds Opal Mine Camp”

Open cut mining at “The Hammonds” “The Hammonds underground workings”

By and large an opal-miner who has conducted field observations on a
Prospecting Permit or Exploration Permit will peg a lease over what areas that
their observations have indicated are the “opalised areas”, hopefully ensuring to
encompass the deposit and to allow for additional room to conduct the mining
operation i.e.: - soil and overburden stockpiles, camp sites etc.
The Mining lease is undoubtedly the most used tool in the MRA’s, as it provides
an area of interest for the opal miner to mine that encompasses the deposit.
This practice secures the miners investment in exploration costs and/or field
assessment by pegging the lease over the resources discovered.
There would be little worse than restricting the size of ones lease, on a resource
discovered, only to find the deposit extends beyond the boundaries of ones
lease, and that prying eyes have speculated and pegged the adjoining
boundaries.
Whilst the vast majority of miners operate on mining leases, there are still many
miners that choose to, or are legally obliged to operate on mining claims as the
material they wish to mine are in “mining claim restricted areas” i.e.- Duck Ck,
Sheep-station Ck and Yowah “Opal Reserves”

These fields generally have the restriction of “hand mining only”, on a 30mx 30m
mining claim within these reserves, and realistically, is not the choice of tenement
for a professional miner, as the restrictions imposed by the current MRA’s are to
impeding for the professional to make a living.
Today it is extremely difficult to “make ends meet” digging by hand and the need
for mechanisation, at least by the professional miner is essential not only to
assist in viability but for safety.

A difficult way to earn a quid

An easier way to earn a quid -with an underground digger

The current MRA’s do not allow for full mechanisation on mining claims.
Currently in Queensland, jack hammers are the most mechanised tool allowed
for underground mining, whilst better than a pick and shovel, would hardly be the
“weapons of choice” if full mechanisation were available!
All shafts and air vents on mining claims currently must be currently dug by hand.
This, in allot of instances places the miner in jeopardy whilst sinking a shaft as
debris can fall down on the miner during this phase or when preparing an initial
“drive” from the base of their shaft.
This has been recognised as a hazard by Interstate counterparts who have long
used “Caldwell Drills” which have the optional capacity to “bell out” or ream the
base of shaft using an extendable reamer.
This equipment allows the miner room to move away from debris and falls that
may occur if the ground is unstable in the shaft, and also allows for room to drop
down any mechanical diggers for assembly, if they are wished to be utilised.
Another advanced system that is utilised by our Interstate counter part’s is the
nine (9) inch drill, which is also sunk around the direction of intended drives to
provide air flow when the intended “drives” reach’s that air-vent point
underground, providing air flow.
This improves the quality of air the miner inhales and provides reference points
underground for the Opal miner’s orientation.

Having these two beneficial systems of operation help assist in the safety of the
miner and is further enhanced by adding additional shafts and air-vents to allow
for alternative air sources and routes of escape and/or rescue in the event of a
cave in.

The “Nine inch drill” for prospecting and air vents,

“Caldwell drill” for prospecting and shaft installation

These machines can be also utilised for prospecting potential “Opal-Bearing
Ground” and assist in not only locating the resource but also defining were the
resource is not, hence limiting unnecessary mining disturbance.
Mechanical “diggers” “boggers” and “blowers” are also utilised in other States on
Mining Claims and leases to improve efficiency in moving dirt.

Caldwell drill shafts-great access for all aspects of safety

Underground blowers extracting the dug ground

These machines are either hydraulically or electric driven from motors based on
the surface to ensure air quality is not contaminated.

The QOMA has been pro-active in ensuring opal miners have the
“operators tickets” for mechanised machinery and have held workshops to
provide examination by qualified examiners.
The QOMA believe that these underground techniques described could be
easily adapted to Queensland Opal Mining if the State choose to include
mechanisation for underground mining as an optional alternative for
underground opal mining in Queensland.
The QOMA has long lobbied the State to no avail, on an introductory
“Underground Opal Mining Course” similar to that organised in Lightning
Ridge NSW. which covers the techniques and safety principles for
underground mining and maybe beneficial for the inexperienced wishing to
undertake underground mining operations
The QOMA feel that this course should be investigated by DME and the
Opal Mining Industry Representative Groups, together so as a collaborative
approach in designing an appropriate Mining Course that considers the
level of experience of the miner, the mining techniques and the geological
differences in strata and the deposition of Opal compared to the interstate
counterparts.

Who are opal miners and why do they mine opal?
Opal miners are people who extract opal for either economical gain or as a
personal interest (hobby), or both!
“Opal Miners” come from all walks of life and include Doctors, Lawyers,
Geologists, plumbers, painters, labourers, farmers, mechanics and scientists to
name only a few!
These Opal Miners generally support their families and or/employee’s in the
regions were opal mining is conducted, and by and large, contribute positively to
these communities.
Traditionally the connection between the opal miners of yesteryear and today is
the same and should remain the same, as it gives opportunity to those interested
to diverse their knowledge and experience an alternative lifestyle and vocation
should they take the opportunity when afforded.
The QOMA actively encourages new blood into the industry as the more supply
of opal, the better it is for all.
“Opal Miners” engage in this activity as opposed to mining other minerals (i.e.: gold, sapphires) as they generally have a strong attachment to the beauty of this
rare and wonderful gem, Queensland Boulder Opal.
These attachments are either historic i.e.: - the persons were introduced to
mining by their forefathers, parents or relatives (as would a farmer introduce
his/her children) and who wish to continue with the occupation or other people
who have been introduced to “Queensland Boulder Opal” and have become
equally attached by the product and by others who enjoy the lifestyle and
or/economic benefits that finding this gem can provide.
Additionally, with the ever increasing stress of “City Life” many people swarm to
Opal fields and other gem and gold producing areas scattered throughout
Australia to seek the simple lifestyle enjoyed by the Small Scale Miners, which
can provide solace and enjoyment sought by people that is not afforded and
often envied by those who choose the alternative of “city life.”
Today the levels of bureaucracy and the administrative processes and reams of
paperwork in applying for tenements, discourages these people contributing and
investing in Queensland.
These people have found investing in the other Opal producing States (NSW,
SA), whose Mining regulators are pro small-scale mining, and have realised the
benefits of having simpler processes.

In the Coober Pedy Opal Fields, the South Australian Government have gone to
extraordinary lengths to support their local Opal Miners by providing funding to
the mining community which even included the purchase of a nine (9) inch drilling
rig for the mining community to share!
It would be pleasant to experience this form of support in Queensland!

Opal Miners come from all walks of life.

The only eligibility criteria to become an Opal Miner should be
that an individual has an interest in doing so.
Opal Mining provides alternative lifestyle opportunities and a means of
enjoying an income for some or an opportunity to discover and find opal,
which may provide better opportunities and wealth for others.
Each person does mines opal for their own reason, but most have one
thing in common “they love it”.

What are the benefits of Opal Miners?
“Opal Miners” provide numerous economic benefits at local, State and Federal
levels.
These benefits are:
1. Opal Miners spend money in the regional centres where opal is found
on fuels and oils, mechanical repairs, parts and tools, foodstuffs,
clothing, utensils, housing and other investments, restaurants, pubs and
clubs and on other services provided by the local and regional
communities.
2. Opal Miners provide employment opportunities for themselves, family
and others in their opal operations and additionally provide employment
opportunities and economic benefits for “down stream processors” from
the Opal that they produce.
These processor’s are generally “opal cutters” retailers /and
wholesalers who on sell their skills contracted to the Opal Miner’s or
wares produced by the Opal Miner’s and include goldsmiths, gem
merchants and manufacturing jewellers, all who derive income and
employment from working with opal produced by opal miners.
3. Many Opal Miners and their families contribute socially in regions,
engaging in recreational activities, sport and art.
4. The Mining authorities have enjoyed the income derived from rents over
the years contributed by the Opal Miners in Western Qld.
With the overall amount of Hectares leased by the Opal Miners in the
Opal Mining Districts and Exploration Permits rental, the Opal Miner
would undoubtedly be a positive contributor to the States coffers.
(The QOMA has requested the actual Rental Income figures from the Mining Authorities,
however, 18 months on still have not received a reply from the then DNR&M).

5. Opal Miners also provide assistance with Cultural Heritage
preservation by way of providing access to land on tenements for
Traditional Land Claimants who ordinarily would not legally be able to
access these land claim areas unless they become a “Traditional
Owner” through recognition of their claim validity in the Federal Courts.
This encourages, by and large, positive working relationships between
Miner’s and Traditional Land Claimants and provides them source’s
of income generated from “Cultural Heritage Inspections” and “Land
Use” compensation.

6. Tourism is fast becoming the biggest economic potential for the opal
industry.
Whilst the Opal Industry had in recent history always enjoyed some
turnover from the tourism sector, more and more people are wishing to
experience opal mining and come to the opal fields to experience the
enjoyment this lifestyle affords.
This contributes economical benefits to the regions these people travel
through and to the regions were Opal is being mined.
It is probably obvious to mention the employment that is created within the
regulatory regimes themselves, by the collective investments of small-scale
miners.
Without the Small Scale Mining sector, which includes a large portion of Opal
Miners, the State would undoubtedly not only “not” receive a substantial amount
of income by the miners in the form of rents, royalties and excise taxes and
would have to retrench a significant portion of the Mining Regulating Staff, that
would be apparently idle if the Small Scale Miners were to relocated elsewhere,
cease operations or be forced out so the State only had “Big End” Mining
Companies, as has been claimed by Departmental Staff as the States, ”optimal
agenda.”
Queensland Opal Miner’s play an important role in the small communities
where Opal Mining is conducted and are of value to these areas.
Small-Scale miners contribute to the State providing workload and income
The Mining Authority should recognise these contributions and reflect
positively to Small Scale Miners who are also their cliental.

Opal Industry recommendations, in brief
The QOMA has prepared a Questionnaire for Opal Miners from questions most
pertaining to Small Scale Mining in the MRA Review Discussion Paper.
From these questionnaires and from discussions held with Opal Miners, the
QOMA has analysed the Questionnaire to provide the following
recommendations, additional detail is included in some instances in the QOMA
Questionnaire
The QOMA has attached the QOMA MRA Questionnaires from Opal Miners who
have authorised them to be included as an attachment to the QOMA MRA
Review Opal Industry response.
These Questionnaires are attached.

1. Documentation and procedures.
Currently the documentation and procedures for small-scale mining is too
onerous.
A review of documentation requirements for Small Scale mining should be
undertaken to simplify the requirements and format, so that it is easier for
Applicants to comprehend and compile necessary information.
Procedures should be put in place where possible so that the local Mining
Registrar can administer Mining Applications and EPM’s in the Mining
Regions.
2. States- Native Title Policy
The State should develop Native Title policy for Small Scale Mining that
ensures prompt response to tenure applications.
The QOMA would recommend that ILUA’s are the first protocol, however
when it is apparent that the Native Title Parties are recalcitrant to
entertaining an ILUA or that the parties in general are unable to
successfully achieve an ILUA outcome within a specified timeframe, or
when there is no Native title Claim over the tenure Application Area, then
the RTN process is instigated by the State without the need for
“Submissions by Opal Miners” to activate this process.
The State has obligations to legislate and apply policy more effectively.

3. Mining Equipment
A review to include “mechanisation” on Mining Claims.
A detailed recommendation is included in the QOMA Questionnaire
response.

4. Reporting requirements
No additional reporting requirements need to be implemented however a
review of requirements and simplification of current reporting
documentation should be implemented
5. Tenures
Opal Miners do not require a New Act or new form of mining tenure
The Mining Claim could however be extended to be 100m x 100m.
The inclusion of a “Retention Tenure” for Small Scale Miners at a lesser
rate than a mining lease with a set term (5 years) would be beneficial
particularly if the State decided against the Opal Industry’s
recommendation to include “Performance Conditions”
A review of the Opal Mining-Restricted areas is a necessity to preserve
the States Opal Endowment from land banking and for the future of the
States Opal Industry
6. Rents and Royalties
A review of Rental on Mining Leases- rental has become more onerous on
small-scale miners and annual rental is often higher than the purchase
price of the same leasehold land.
The removal of Royalties on gemstones should be done expeditiously,
and if it is to remain it should be based on an estimated rough value at the
increased rate of $30,000 X CPI increases since the inception of the
Royalty free threshold figure was introduced

7. Departmental Staff Training
The DME have an obligation to provide the Mining Industry a service,
which has experienced and trained personal to help minimise delays and
whom have respect for the industry from which part of their employment is
derived.

8. Performance conditions
To encourage mining at present, the QOMA do not recommend the
reintroduction of performance conditions
9. Mining “Certificate of Competence”
A simple non-exclusive course to be introduced for inexperienced miners
to ensure they can adapt to the requirements of the MRA’s and have basic
knowledge of mining requirements and techniques.
No….. to a prospecting authority that can be revoked or incurs fees.
10. Separation of Minerals
A separation of gemstones from other minerals would be beneficial so as
opal areas tied up in EPM’s for metallic miners i.e. as in the Winton Mining
district, could be released for opal miners.
11. Compliance
Additional inspections for compliance are not necessary and minor
offences should not incur infringement notices.
12. Compensation
A method of gazetting areas of Low intensity Grazing areas should be
formulated to help streamline the compensation process when there are
disputes on compensation between the opal miner and the landowner.
13. Resumption
Mining tenements should not be able to be resumed under any
circumstance by the State.
14. Mineral Ownership
Any gemstones won during prospecting, exploration or mining should
remain the property of the miner.

Regulators of the MRA’s
Mining Regulators in Queensland
…………………….A brief history of regulators since the introduction of the MRA’s

It is important when conducting a review such as the Mineral Resources Act
(1989) to understand and clarify who are the responsible regulators for this Act.
This will help to understand the benefits and problems in reviewing the role of
government and its regulatory framework for implementing and administering the
legislation and the effectiveness and/or impediments that Industry experiences.
The diminishment of the responsibilities of the Department of Mines since the
introduction of the MRA’s in 1990, have lead to the portfolios for mining related
activities being segmented across a range of government departments. (DME,
EPA, LRT, DNR&W).
The table below approximately describes the some what farcical renaming and
redesignating of mining related powers since the inception of the MRA’s 1989.
1990- Department of Mines (DM) - An effective “One Stop Shop” for mining related activities,
2000- DM- Loses powers of Mining Warden (LRT)
DME loses control of environment (held since 1874) to newly founded EPA
2001- DME join with Department of Natural Resources to become DNR&M
2003- DNRM&E – DNR&M get Energy portfolio briefly, have all stationary and shirts made with
DNRM&E (should have utilised them and taken back Environment returned to DNR&M)
2007- DNRM&W : DNR&M take on Water portfolio
2007- DME – DNRM&W split the sheets with NR&W DME regain a name what would sound as
an “independent profile” for mining, however, have now lost administrative and regulatory
control of mining related processes for Environment (EPA), the arbitory powers of the
Mining Warden (LRT) and now “Indigenous Services” for mining (DNR&W)
2008- Where too next?

The effects of losing integrated management of mining activities rendered the
original “regulatory authority of the MRA’s”, the pro-mining DM, into subsequent
successors, which have regressed into little more than “resource management
sections” for the Mining Industry.
The dissecting of the original Mining Authority DME brings a whole new meaning
to word “Department”.
This has caused the mining industry at large a huge amount of frustration and
considerable expense and the interdepartmental management of mining will
remain a major impediment to the mining industry in Queensland until this
problem is addressed.

The Primary Mining Regulator has lost over the “political cycle” of its restructuring
not only control of the integrated processes for the implementation of the MRA’s,
but also and as importantly, the personnel that had the experience in interpreting,
regulating and administering the MRA’s and the integrated Acts”
Common examples –

1. Delays in receiving Environmental Authorities caused by ineffective
distribution processes of Tenement Application “both ways” between
principle Mining Administrators and the EPA.
2. Documentation lodged with “The Mining Administrators” in regional
centres, who act as an agent for “other Mining related Authority’s, are not
always forwarded to the Authority promptly (so claimed by the receiving
regulator) and in many instances are lost, misplaced or misdirected by the
differing departmental parties.
3. Interdepartmental Co-Operation- this problem is most apparent when
seeking the facts in why there are delays of processing.
Each department blames the other and fail to take any responsibility.
4. Native Title assessment for tenure Applications are now conducted by
NR&W, however once was in a section of, DNR&M, DNRM&W, now DME.
Delays have been experienced by many miners who operate on GHPL,
that their tenements have not been promptly granted as their tenement
was “Assumed” to be under “Native Title” by the department/s and
stockpiled in the too hard basket or in the wrong process pile.
Investigation by the miner/s or the QOMA on their behalf frequently find
that the point made at “Point 3” above is the only attribute for the delay.
A current Exploration Permit Application that is a perfect example of
this problem is EPM 15665, Applicant, Mr. Adrian Rach, on Nickavilla,
which is on GHPL, an Exclusive tenure.
This application was lodged on 16/06/06.
It would be hard to validate an excuse to why this tenement has not
been granted.
Additionally delays are experienced on PPH (non-exclusive background
land tenures), poor assessment of Mining Tenure Applications have failed
to recognise exiting ILUA’s exist over the tenement area, despite in
instances where the miner has provided in their application the “Deed by
the Opal Miner ” which the Miner signs to acknowledges and accepts the
Native Title conditions of the agreed Registered ILUA.

5. Another more sinister delay is the Backlog Tenement Opal applications in
what was the Boothamurra/ Wangkamurra Overlap area, which consists of
nearly 30 tenements.
Some of these tenements have been waiting ten years to be granted.
With the deregistration of the Traditional Land Claimants Claims in this
area by the Federal Court, the State initiated contact with the miners to
progress their applications under the Federal RTN process and sent out
letters that the State required the miner to draft a submission to be lodged
with DME.
The QOMA assisted in this task by drafting a format that the miner could
simply fill in and assisted in contacting miners affected and ensuring these
were sent to the State.
During this phase DME and NR&W had just split the sheets, and the
QOMA and the Department/s had no real idea which department was
supposed to accept these submissions.
Eventually this was sorted, and NR&W received the majority of
Submissions and a Ministerial was drafted to the Minister DNR&W to have
the Backlog Application batched under one RTN notice.
The QOMA are disappointed that the State took this long winded process
and could have provided a more obvious “common sense” process of just
batching the Backlog and advertising these tenements, without placing in
bureaucratic rhetoric to keep staff of the Departments busy and confused
who have the control.
Needless to say there has been no information released on the progress
of the RTN Backlog Opal Applications, which by now should have been
advertised as per the RTN process and DME granting these tenements.

All of these problems collectively or individually impair the Opal Miner to
satisfactorily, plan and proceed, with their business, leaving machinery and
owners, personnel and their families without the potential to earn income.
Unless the Mining Regulator, which is currently “Department of Mines and
Energy” (DME) are able to re-obtain and retain their original mandate and
authority, the Mining sector will be forced to deal with the ever increasing “Mining
Related” authorities (DME, EPA, DNR&W and LRT), undoubtedly retaining the
impediments and delays that have been recognised by Industry since the demise
of the original, “One Stop Shop” principle that was once logically afforded.
It would be beneficial to the Mining Industry at least in regional areas for
the Principle Mining Regulator, now DME, to reobtain the Environmental
Portfolio for Mining and salvage the “One Stop Shop” principle that served
the Mining Industry well prior to the previous Mining Regulators gradual
disintegration.

Culture of Regulators
It has been a common experience by small-scale miners that they are not as
valuable to the current Queensland Government.
Many employees of the ”Mining Administrators” often site or boast that the
department have a policy to “get rid of Small Scale Miners”.
Many opal miners have experienced these directed denigrations, born by the
“Mining Administrators”, and quantified only on the basis that Opal Miners
allegedly pay little if any Royalties to the State of Queensland and perhaps the
perceived notion that Opal Miners all illegally mine be it on an Exploration
tenement or no tenement at all.
Whilst this claim may have some substantiation, given the fact that production is
at an all time low because of the States poor implementation and administration
of Native Title and MRA processes, may indeed have a bearing in this instance.
Many miners have been without new tenements and are processing pre-worked
areas with little prospect of actually producing opal, therefore have little if any
income from mining to declare over the last decade, causing unmitigated
hardship, as their income and ability to provide for their families has been
diminished by poor policy and bureaucracy and implementation.
This may be a contributing factor which has been overlooked by those that make
these pathetic statements that do not take into consideration the State’s own
performance nor the overall value of the Small Scale Mining industry, which in
this modern era contribute toward Goods and Services Taxes, Excise Taxes,
local investment, employment opportunities, downstream employment and
processing and export earnings to name a few.

The QOMA would hope that there is not a hidden agenda by the State to
decimate the “Small Scale Mining Industry” as continually stated by
Departmental Staff.
The QOMA believe that the State should consider “personal training and/or
reprimands” for those departmental officials who idly state such nonsense,
and provide poor or negative counter service and processing assistance to
their customers, as it is a poor reflection on the Minister and the
Government whom boast their Labour Party “Economic and Smart State”
credentials.
Given that most small-scale miners are true “Aussie battlers” one would
assume that any Government, but in particular a Labour Government,
would be more supportive of our Industry.

Assessing the “Criteria for Success”
The MRA discussion paper describes a list of criteria how the MRA’s success
can be measured and sets out a “Criteria for Success” against which to assess
and measure the current MRA legislation.
*It is noted these criteria’s cover a range of topics including the importance of
good governance, competitiveness, regulation, rights and responsibilities,
innovation, consistency between other regulations, human and environmental
interests stewardship, sustainability and indigenous reconciliation.
However, the importance of “The Historical Significance and contributions of
Small Scale Miners (Opal- since circa 1869) and the preservation of this way of
life is overlooked.
It is important to recognise that past and present Australian small-scale
prospectors and miners have significantly contributed to the discovery of most of
the resources for the Nation, with most large-scale operators and companies,
riding on the back of these individuals.
Therefore it is important to assure when assessing the MRA’s, policy and future
legislation that the following new criteria are included in every part of decision
making process. i.e:1. Recognition of Small Scale Miners “Historical contributions”
2. Policy, Legislation and Regulation to assure Small Scale Miners
invaluable contribution in the future.

Recommendation
Whilst reviewing the current MRA’s and suggesting recommendations for
the new MRA’s the QOMA have applied these new criteria, as it is
fundamental to the future of the small-scale mining industry.
We would strongly recommend that the State include and apply these
criteria as well whilst conducting this review and when investigating or
implementing future policy!
Every time a policy decision is being made by the State it should require
questioning of “How will this effect the Small Scale Miners” and the State
should actually contact Small Scale Mining Representative Groups for their
feedback prior to any decision being made!

QOMA Response to the
MRA Discussion Paper Questionnaire
Part A: - Overall Policy Objectives
Q A1

A.

Policy Objectives
Whilst the policy objectives of the MRA’s cover a range of topics, it
should also include Recognition of Small Scale Miners “Historical
contributions and ”Policy, Legislation and Regulation to assure
Small Scale Miners, invaluable contribution in the future.

Q A1 B.

Australia is one of the few countries in the world that allows its gem
resources, to be exported in the rough.
Israel, Burma, Thailand, Tanzania, to name a few, have legislation
to ensure value adding is facilitated by their gem Industry so as to
preserve the local “gem-cutters” employment and business
opportunities by value adding to the merchandise.
However, in today’s competitive world it is difficult for Australian
gem-cutters to compete with gem-cutters in third world countries.
This fact was recognised in a review by the Department of Industry
Technology and Commerce in 1987, in a study titled, Australian
Gemstone Processing Industry, Opportunities for Technology
improvement, which summarised that Australian processing was
more expensive than South East Asia.
The report dared to assess that the annual exports of Australian
“Unprocessed” Opal, that were declared at Seven Million dollars
per annum (which was estimated to be 1/10 of the real value of
approximately 70 Million dollars per annum) Queensland Boulder
Opal was assessed to be approximately 15% of this value.
The report also conclude the following “It is apparent that without
more careful control on the export of rough material (opal rough)
the true value of the opal industry will not be determined.
Based on the relative size of the respective Australian to Hong
Kong opal processing industry being 1:10 then the processed
wholesale value from Hong Kong could be in the range of $60-90
million dollars.

If these statistics are even close to the reality of what was being
exported in the mid to late 1980’s then approximately
$9-15 million dollars of rough was sold annually and exported to
Honk Kong alone for processing, let alone what was sold in the
rough to other major cutting centres in Idar-Oberstein in Germany
and the USA and Japan.
This is work and value adding that the local processing industries
are missing out on.
Currently Chinese cutters are charging between AU$2.00 –3.00 per
piece compared to Australian cutters of AU$ 10.00-$20.00.
This trend will continue, as Australian processors (opal cutters) are
unable to cope with the quantity of the poorer “Mine Run” opal,
which often fetches lower prices and is sold at less than local
cutter’s can produce for.
Australian cutters are still preferred for the cutting of “gem quality”
pieces, as they are perceived as more experienced and trustworthy
than the international competitors.
However, the commercial and lower grades are certainly at the
early stages of being trial tested for processing overseas.
Quilpie region once boasted ten (10) professional cutters, which
accommodated the needs of the Opal Miners in the area.
Today it has only 2, however we believe this is because of the lack
of supply than the impact of exporting opal rough for processing.
A relative question on downstream processing is the prospect of
“Royalties.
Currently royalties are assessed by miners on the rough sale price
or estimated sale price of the rough goods, as the State takes no
responsibility, should the opal rough not actually cut the value that
would have be attained in the rough, nor does it wear any of the
costs associated with the processing of the raw material i.e.: mining costs, cutting costs, marketing costs or any other associated
costs.
On this basis it would difficult for the State to argue or assume it
had a right to expect or impose Royalties on a miner for value
adding to the raw materials on any windfall that a miner may/or may
not achieve in any processing that was undertaken as Goods and
Services Tax already facilitate this.

The State should only be assessing the benefits achieved by
processing on the merits of investment and employment
opportunities and not for increasing the amount of Royalties taxed
or levied, due to the risk and associated costs undertaken by the
miner.
Whilst the State and the current MRA’s do little if anything to
encourage opal processing in Queensland or Australia, the
QOMA feel that the State could do more to encourage this
activity, however do not feel it necessary to actually include in
the MRA’s without any detail of what is proposed as it could
be detrimental to industry.

Q A2 A.

Ownership of the resource
The Ownership of a mineral should be the property of the miner
from grant until cancellation of any type of tenement.
This should be the case for Exploration permits and Mining
tenements.
Currently any resource found an EPM is the property of the State.
This would seem a ludicrous proposition for any person or company
wanting to invest in “Exploration in Queensland.”
In the instance of “Opal Mining”, if a miner digs out any opal, they
are going to wish to process the material to evaluate the Opal and
market test the quality and hence the potential of the area for
undertaking mining by pegging a lease.
If the State perceives that opal belongs to the State, then naturally
the Opal Miner would ask why the State only wants part of the
benefits from exploration when it comes, and why does it not wish
to dig into it’s pockets for when the Opal Miners spends years
exploring incurring costs for no return in many instances.
Royalties should not be payable on gemstones!!!!!!

If the State persists with this system, that by its own admission,
costs more to implement than from what is received, then it should
be based on the sale price or the unprocessed value of the opal
produced, unless the State wishes to invest pro rata in marketing
costs (travel, discounts, wages,) processing costs (Opal cutting,
packing, handling) and direct losses (i.e.; a parcel was worth more
in the rough than processed due to defects, poor orientation, the
opal didn’t run through the boulder.)

The QOMA has long lobbied the State on this issue and also
the notion that the $30,000 royalty free threshold should have
been adjusted each year since its inception to the CPI.
It is the only monetary figure in the whole of the MRA’s that
doesn’t have a CPI increase
Again!!
Royalties should not be payable on gemstones!!!!!!

QA2 B.

The QOMA believe that if the EPA have “signed off” on the
surrender of the tenement that has had an application for surrender
and has passed the rigorous processes now in place with these
surrender processes, alternatively if a miner loses or defaults on a
tenement the EPA hold a security bond equal to having a third party
restore to rehabilitation, the site in this instance.
The ownership of reject materials not removed by the owner
would normally be the problem of the EPA who are the
regulators for the Environmental Codes of Compliance” for
mining related activities.
The EPAct is not under review.
Should another miner or processor wish to utilise these
products then an application to lease this area should be
undertaken.

QA3 A.

Stewardship and responsible mining
The QOMA believe that stewardship should be in policy not in
Legislation.
There is enough stewardship in the MRA’s as is, let alone adding
more rhetoric to an already cumbersome legislation, so as to
provide more work for an ever- increasing public service.
It would be better to transfer those personnel to “tenures section”
so as to assist with prompter granting of tenements.
The current legislation was smart to leave this “heally- feelly”
“express recognition of the stewardship role”, nonsense out.

The QOMA believe that in the case of gemstones, that the only
common sense item in this whole section is “sustainable
development” which provides the QOMA an opportunity to raise the
issue of a review of the Opal “Restricted Areas” (RA’s).

The Opal RA’s have not been reviewed since the inception of the
MRA’s and should be reviewed under consultation with the regional
Opal Mining Associations.
Many long established opal fields like “Curran and Pinkilla” to name
a few are still not listed as RA’s.
This allows persons and more critically companies, the opportunity
to exploit these areas to the detriment of the Industry, tying up vast
amounts (100- 700 square mile) of opalised land with little capacity
or intent to actually facilitate any real productive work.
This practice excludes other miners from the fields for long periods
as they are not in RA’s and are able to be under exclusive
Exploration Permits for five (5) years.
A review of the Opal RA’s is required, the Opal Industry would
see this as investigating sustainable development and the
responsible management of Opal resources to ensure the
exploitation of these resources benefits both present and
future generations, this would be “practical” good stewardship
by the State.

Q A4

Balancing different interests
A.

The MRA’s are not totally effective in balancing the rights of parties
and from an Opal Miners perspective are most inconsistent and
biased in favour of other stakeholders.
Facts.
Historically, Opal Miners were in the West (1869) prior to settlement
by Graziers, earliest pioneers, “Duracks, 1872, (Kings in Grass
Castles) and have as much right, if not more to undertake
operations as the grazier.
Most graziers in Western Qld. have leasehold tenements (PPH,
GHPL) for which they pay to the State rental at the rate of
Most “Winton Formation” Opal resources occur inside “leasehold”
grazing tenements on land that would only at best be described as
Low Intensity Grazing (LIG) and has low value for agistment
according to most Graziers and Grazing Industry valuers surveyed.
Most graziers “lease land” similar to Opal Miners albeit for different
purposes, however in some instances, feel that their rights
supersedes the rights of others.
This often displayed on the ground where, graziers refuse access
to miners or in compensation conflicts.

The Lands Act, which grant leasehold title to graziers,
provide “Instruments of Lease” to the Grazier that state the
Landholder must provide free access and mining rights to the
miner.
Native Title Parties and Opal Miners have either ILUA’s or Federal
Native Title Processes to utilise. These are not under this revue.
The Environment with regard to Mining is charged by the EPA and
the EPAct is not under this review, however the EPA hold bonds for
maximum disturbance intended by the mining/exploration operation
to insure the communities interest is secured.
The fact that Native Title and Environment are excluded from
the MRA Review and have already either negotiated, legislated
or calculated remedies with regard to mining, therefore it is
only rhetorical to mention.
It has been proven that with mutual respect for each other’s
activities that “common ground” can be reached between parties
that respect each other’s interests.
The other stakeholders have departmental representatives, Natural
Resources and Water for Graziers, NNTT for Aboriginal Land
Claimants to legislate and facilitate their activities and
representative body’s to ensure their needs are represented and
recognised.
Department of Mines and Energy are charged with and suppose to
encourage and facilitate mining.
Given these facts it would be practical at least to assume that
the Department of Mines and Energy’s mandate should be
committed in attaining positive outcomes for miners.
There is only one other party that the MRA’s can effectively
legislate and that is the rights for Graziers and what should this be!
Currently compensation paid by miners is negotiated between the
Miners and Graziers.
In most instances a mutually beneficial outcome is achieved,
however in the event that the parties are unable to resolve the
matter, by and large it is up to, The Land and Resources Tribunal
(LRT), to resolve.

The current heads of Compensation that the Landowner must be
compensated for and are generally the basis for a decision by the
LRT is the following: 1. Compensation for area of land loss affected by the mining
operation.
2. Stock agistment losses/ Farming loses
3. Improvement Restoration repairs/ maintenance
4. Local Government rates for the area of the mining tenement

As mentioned previously, the majority of Small Scale Mining is
conducted over areas deemed Low Intensity Grazing and, in many
instances disturbance and rehabilitation has little if any long-term
effect on the production capacity of the Landowner.
It would be more suitable that areas that are categorised and that a
formula for compensation is devised and Legislated as a “Schedule
of Compensation”, for instances where a mutual agreement
between parties cannot be reached.
The Land Owner should have the opportunity to substantiate any
anomaly in the proposed “Schedule of Compensation”, which is
consistent with their farming “Plans of Operation” that should be
recorded with their regulatory authority on leasehold type
tenements.
This would save taxpayers considerable expense in “hearing”s in
the Land and Resources Tribunal over what would normally be
deemed as petty.

The QOMA at present cannot see any valid reason to include
additional rights for compensation for the Landowners in the
MRA’s and would rather see a “Schedule of Compensation”
based on the grazing productivity type introduced in
Legislation for instances where parties cannot reach an
amicable agreement

Cont….

Q A5 A.

Land access
Whilst the QOMA are no authority on how the current system
operates, we would be concerned that setting up a system that
claims to be “Planning Policy for Protection of Extractive
Resources” yet actually works as the opposite, providing a base for
hijacking by environmental groups.
The “proposed principle” of protecting the potential mining areas
from being categorised as environmentally sensitive without
consideration to the mineral potentials, has long been overlooked.
This has been seen in many circumstances, however the “Wild
Rivers, Diamantina Lakes, and a range of other “Environmentally
Categorised” areas, have been applied with little consultation with
Industry or investigation of the mineral potential within these and
other regions.
The Queensland economy is currently enjoying a resource boom,
which provides wealth and employment for the State.
The question is, when will these resources expire, and are there
regions to explore and mine in the medium and long term, and is
there effective legislation that protects and preserves these
resources.
The whole of Queensland and Australia’s natural resources should
be categorised “protected for mining and grazing/farming” and
before any other project is considered (environmental
categorisation, building projects) should be evaluated and
assessed to ensure it does not effect the mineral and economic
potential.
All along the Australian Eastern Seaboard nearly all of the
prime farming land has been devoured by concrete jungles
and bitumen, the rest by parks and reserves, to the future
detriment of the future economy of Australia, how long before
this scandalous “Economic Vandalism” is recognised and
stopped before this “Cane-toad Effect” marches on to
consume the rest of Australia’s Natural resources.
All lands should be categorised available for mining, and all
“other projects” should be measured against this principle to
ensure that the Natural Resources of the Nation are protected.

Q A5 B.

No. Sounds like the “DME policy mob” need work after the MRA’s
Review is completed.
Transfer them to “Tenures Section” lets get some tenements
granted….!
Just legislate to protect the Natural Resources of the State.
An “Independent Review committee” should then be
established from Industry and other stakeholders to review
projects and make recommendations on them prior to
surrendering any mineral potential lands for non-mining
development or to Nature conservation.
This will put the decision making process at arms length from
the State Government and the DME and offer transparency in
the process.

QA6 A1.

General Prospecting Authority
The QOMA are addiment that the current MRA’s are suitable to the
needs of our Industry however could use some fine tuning and
better implementation by regulatory regimes.
The notion of having a general prospecting authority, which is
issued- “subject to the applicant demonstrating a range of
knowledge in certain criteria” raises grave levels of concern.
Whilst QOMA are in general, supportive of a Small Scale Miners
Course, we have concerns on who will design, implement and
periodical review, when appropriate.
The QOMA also have concerns that if such a course existed and
the State issues an “authority” to the miner after successfully
completing the course, is it proposed the State have the right to
revoke these “authorities” and if so, in what circumstances?
As stated earlier, opal miners come from all walks of life and have
different level of experiences, the QOMA would not like to see the
opportunity for any individual to be excluded from experiencing the
enjoyment and satisfaction opal mining offers and becoming
involved as a vocation.
The QOMA would not support any prospecting authority that could
be revoked by the regulatory regime as a miner could be victimised
for any number of reasons, affecting their livelihood.

The QOMA are also concerned that this “Authority” is compared
with a drivers licence.
Most drivers’ licences incur a renewal fee every so many years, the
QOMA would not accept that this be included as another form of
“revenue raising” by the State.
Industry input in the design and acceptance of any “authority”
would be beneficial for it to be of any consequence.
The QOMA would not be supportive if the State and its
employee’s had the right to revoke these “authorities”.
A more fitting “Mining- Certificate of Competence” conjures up
a less prescriptive alternative and suggest that this course
would only be optional, not a necessity for experienced
miners.
Additionally, it is questionable that the State has the resources
and commitment to neither facilitate such a course nor have
the personnel with the experience to design and implement
with a respectable level of competency!

Small Mining Lease
Forms of a Small miners lease already exists one is called a Mining
Claim.
Other Small Scale Miners use a Mining Lease, that generally, after
obtaining a prospecting permit and making field observations
based on experience the miner pegs or alternatively after finally
obtaining his/her Exploration Permit has facilitated exploratory
operations and has located a resource.
It would be ludicrous to accept that the Opal Miner would only be
able to peg a lease a certain size and shape after investing in
exploration and locating a resource only to find that any “New Small
Miners lease” cannot fully encapsulate the deposit located and any
areas the Opal Miner may need to retain for mining purposes, i.e.: dams, stockpile and soil heaps camp etc…
The only benefit that may be perceived, and what we hope the
State is intending in new type of tenement, is a way of processing
the tenement at a local level by the Mining Registrar without having
the application to be forwarded through the drawn out process of
having it before the Governor in Council.

It is of no consequence to design a new type of Small Miners
Lease concept, unless it is capable of being able to fully
encapsulate the opal resource located on the land required,
made in field observations or exploration undertaken and
desired by the miner and be promptly granted by the local
Mining Registrar.
It would also need to be compatible with current Indigenous
Land Use Agreements (ILUA’s).
There are currently no more ILUA negotiations or amendments
on QOMA’s agenda.

Taking Stronger Action of Breaching of Tenure Conditions!
Wow! Stronger action, this conjures up rather threatening
over-bearing images.
It is questionable what the State sees as a “breach of tenure” in
current and proposed MRA’s.
These could be either minor or major infringements.
It is difficult to respond to this “generalising of breaching” without
consideration of the “level of seriousness” and the “level of intent”
of any breach.
By and large the MRA’s are currently very prescriptive on breaches
and the penalties that these breaches incur.
It would difficult to support any “Stronger action” against
miners than is currently prescribed in the current MRA’s.
It is definitely impossible to support “Stronger action” in any
new MRA’s as the State will likely be the only designer of what
actually constitutes a “Breach of Tenure Condition” and as of
yet these “Tenure Conditions” have not yet been released.
So any support would be supporting an unknown!
Exploration Permits or Licences….. that is the question
Queensland promotes itself as the “Smart State” yet continually
compares itself to other State jurisdictions.
Changing the name of Exploration Permits to Exploration Licenses
to keep up with the “Jones’s in other States” seems pointless to the
QOMA, in fact it seems like DME have adopted this already as the
next point on the MRA Discussion Paper, the DME already calls
them this.

QOMA believe Queenslander’s and people who mine her are
familiar with the current name EPM’s however you can call them
Pork Sausages if you like, if you could just grant them promptly!
If the State wish’s to have “Nationally Harmonised” legislation,
then maybe they should just give the Federal Government the
powers over mining as is being planned for water, maybe then
the Native Title Act shortfalls will be recognised by the Federal
government when the pressure of the backlog Mining
applications are in front of them, otherwise stick to the “Smart
State” principal and let the other States change to our
Queensland concepts!

Part B: Key concepts
QB1

Hierarchy of Tenures
The current hierarchy of tenures that Opal Miners can obtain in the
MRA’s is generally satisfactory, according to the QOMA survey.
The vast majority of Opal Miners felt that there is room for
improvement by adopting the following amendments: Amendments to “Conditions on Mining Claims”
1. Increasing the size of a Mining Claim to one (1) hectare
(100mx100m) outside “Opal Mining reserves”
2. Allowing the option of full mechanisation outside opal reserve
areas.
A. Including backhoes and excavators. (for shallow deposits
where a safe “ceiling” or roof is unable to be obtained using
underground mining techniques)
B. Vertical and horizontal drilling. (Caldwell type drills for shafts or
prospecting.)
C. Drills, Small diameter for prospecting, blasting and air
ventilation.
D. Mechanical hoists, diggers, boggers or like equipment
E. Jackhammers, air-compressors, generators, pick and shovel
etc…

3. Allowing the option of restricted Mechanisation on Opal Mining
reserves.
A. Vertical Drilling for Shafts and Ventilation and prospecting on all
Mining Claims (inside and outside reserves).
B. Jackhammers, air-compressors, generators, mechanical hoists
and other hand held implements i.e.: - pick and shovel etc…
C. Including backhoes and excavators. (for shallow deposits
where the ground is unstable and/ora safe “ceiling” or roof is
unable to be obtained using underground mining techniques)

Amendments to “Conditions of Mining Leases”
No amendments are suggested for Mining Leases as the Mining
Lease is the perfect tool for the Professional Opal Miner as an opal
miner is be able to peg a lease a certain size and shape after
investing in exploration or prospecting and have located a resource.
A mining Lease currently allows the tenement to be designed and
applied for that fully encapsulates the deposit located or required
and any areas the Opal Miner may need to retain for mining
purposes, i.e.: - dams, stockpile and soil heaps camp etc…perfect!
Amendments to “Conditions of Exploration Permits”
1. The removal of the Western Queensland Opal Exploration Policy
conditions that are now currently imposed in Annexures of the
Exploration Grant document.
This policy was designed to restrict miners from undertaking Mining
Activities on Exploration Permits, however has become that
prescriptive with the conditions it now actually stops thorough
exploration.
The opal mining industry is the only known industry that has such
prescriptive conditions attached to an Exploration Tenement and is
victimised on the basis that all opal miners are illegally mining on
these types of tenement despite there being no evidence to support
such a notion.
By and large Opal Miners are doing the right thing on all
tenements, and given this fact the Opal Miners should be
extended the privileges and rights afforded to those miners
undertaking other types of Exploration.
This would alleviate another process in the “tenement assessment
process” by DME allowing the Mining Registrar to have the capacity
to grant Exploration tenements expeditiously.
The Mining Registrar would then have knowledge of the Exploration
that is currently being undertaken in their region, (which currently is
not known by them) and be aware of any conditions as they would
be able to apply these conditions if the Mining Registrar has been
alerted too or observed any breaches by the miner.
2. It is also believed by the majority of opal miners that the whole of
Western Queenslands potentially opalised areas (As per DME
geological data sets) should be included as Restricted Areas.

The current conditions that apply for Restricted Areas be applied for
small-scale miners and companies, so as to preserve the longevity
of the Opal Industry and the States “Opal endowment.”
There is no individual or company that have the resources to justify
the Land Banking that is currently being facilitated with the States
approval over known opal resources, that should have been
included in previous RA’s.
If EPMS could be granted promptly by the local Mining
Registrar then the need for holding quantities of EPM
tenements by an Opal Miner would not be a necessity.
3. The inclusion of some guaranteed from of legal access on to
lands within an EPM should be a priority for the new MRA’s.
The fiasco that has occurred and that has been highlighted recently
was a landholder refusing access to an opal miner to an EPM
tenement on leasehold lands (PPH).
The Landholder then designated the route the opal miner must
utilise to the EPM, which was inappropriate and logistically difficult
for the opal miner to facilitate.
Under the Lands Act, and described on the landholders “Instrument
of Lease” its states, that the holder of the Grazing Property on PPH
must provide access. The following is an extract from an
“Instrument of Lease” issued to graziers
PROVIDED ALWAYS AND WE DO HEREBY RESERVE unto Us, Our Heirs and
Successors, all Gold and Minerals (the term “Minerals” to have the same
meaning as in the Mining Act 1968-1974), on and below the surface of the said
Land, and all Mines of Gold and Minerals, on and below the surface of the said
Land: AND WE DO HEREBY ALSO RESERVE unto Us, Our Heirs and
Successors, and to such persons as shall from time to time be duly authorised by
Us in that behalf during the term of the said lease, the free right and privilege of
access, including ingress, egress and regress, into, upon’ over and out of the
said Land, for the purpose of searching for or working Gold and Minerals, or any
of them, or Mines of Gold and Minerals, or any of them, in any part of the said
Land: AND WE DO HEREBY ALSO RESERVE unto Us, Our Heirs and
Successors, all Petroleum (the term “Petroleum” to have the same meaning as in
“The Petroleum Acts, 1923 to 1967”).
AND ALSO all rights of access for the purpose of searching for, on or below the
surface of the said Land: AND ALSO all rights of access for the purpose of
searching for, and for the operations of obtaining Petroleum in any part of the
said Land: AND ALSO all rights of way for access and for pipe lines and other
purposes requisite for obtaining and conveying Petroleum in the event of
Petroleum being obtained in any part of the said Land: AND WE DO FURTHER
RESERVE the right of any person duly authorised in that behalf by the Governor
of Our said State in Council at all times to go upon the said Land, or any part
thereof, for any purposes whatsoever, or to make any survey, inspection, or
examination of the same.

It is clear by the wording of this “Instrument” the obligations of the
Landholder and the rights of the State and the Miner.
Any Grazing Leaseholder that is blatantly recalcitrant in
providing “Free access to any miner on these lands should be
taken to task by the Department of Mines and NRM&W to show
cause why they should not have their Grazing Tenement
revoked for any deliberate obstruction of Mineral /Petroleum
Exploration, as it is contrary to the conditions of the
Landholders “Leasehold tenement.”
It would be beneficial for a miner/explorer to designate their
preferred access utilising where possible, existing tracks and
roads and/or their preferred access when designing access to
the tenement area.

Inclusion of Retention tenements- “OPAL Mining MDL”
Currently Opal Miners do not utilise Mineral Development Licences
(MDL’s), as it is difficult to substantiate the current requirements
under the MRA’ that a resource actually exists.
Given the nature of opal formation in Queensland and, at best, its
“intermittent deposition” it is difficult for an opal miner to prove the
resource.

Drilling can frequently miss the infrequent ironstone concretions that can carry opal

Drilling techniques, such as Caldwell large diameter holes (1 metre)
and auger drilling holes (250mm) diameter’s in Queensland
frequently miss targeted opal deposition because of the infrequent
nature of ferrungised boulders in which opal can form and with the
rare factors that contribute to opal formation itself.
At best, drills are best described as a hit and miss type of tool for
discovering most opal types in the “Winton Formation Geological
structure” although there has been some minor successes as
drilling is a relatively new tool to be utilised in Queensland.

Queensland Boulder opal does not enjoy a comparable “Opal
Horizon Level” that is deposited and formed in other States
(SA, NSW) which is generally formed as continuos seams of opal at
varying depths that drilling can be located as the drill intersects
these levels.
These interstate “Opal Horizon Levels” are easily assessed for
quality by the drill operator and noted for reporting and pegging
processes.
These facts, and the un-affordability of most small-scale operators
to purchase or hire such equipment anyway have excluded them
from utilising MDL’s and therefore Opal Miners in Queensland, by
and large, are forced to apply for Mining leases which carry a
higher rental than MDL’s, as they cannot meet the current criteria
for MDL’s.
It would be beneficial for the Opal Miner and the Opal Mining
Industry in Queensland for some form of “Retention Tenement” to
be available that allows the Opal Miner to have granted tenements
to pursue after completion of operations on Mining Leases currently
being worked at a lesser rate of rental similar to that of MDL’s.
Whilst this proposal would assist to encourage Opal Mining in
Queensland it is accepted by Industry that it would have to have
some restriction on the number of Retention Tenements an Opal
Miner can have and the duration of the tenements limited to a
realistic timeframe, so as to avoid having Opal Miners taking up
areas without any or little intention of activating the Retention
Tenement to an active Mining Operation.
Retention tenements would have to ensure that there is no
“Environmental disturbance” remaining on the site whilst in
retention phase to meet “Retention Requirements” and the
requirements of the EPAct.
The QOMA would suggest that, any number of leases could be
held by any miner, but only two retention tenements, for a
period of no more than 5 years, which have less stringent
criteria than that of current MDL’s.

Q B2

Small Scale Mining
It is felt by the greater majority of the Opal Mining Industry that the
requirements of the MRA’s that there is far too much emphasis on
providing unnecessary overzealous application and reporting
requirements on all of the described tenements.
Unfortunately the nature and development of the MRA’s and the
progressive regulation that drives them have transcended the
realms of capacity of the Small Scale Miner, which has the same
conditions and requirements as BHP and the like.
How much financial information should be required and is
necessary for a Mining Claim, (which are generally taken up by
hobby miners or retiree’s) and all the equipment that is required is a
pick and a shovel and some effort to drive them.
Additionally, our opal producing interstate counterparts (NSW and
SA) enjoy prompter processing of their Mining Applications within
an acceptable timeframe which is generally on the day of
application or within twenty four hours of application.
The other States do not have the benefit of the efficient “Merlin
System” that has been developed by Queensland Mining
Regulatory Regimes.
In Queensland, “The Smart State” we are lucky to have a Mining
Tenement of any form granted within six months, and as of late is
more likely to be between nine (9) and twelve (12) months if your
lucky, even on GHPL and freehold tenures, which are not subject to
Native Title issues.
This is needless to say, totally unacceptable!
It is noted in the in “Appendix A” of the MRA Review Discussion
paper headed as “Comparative Mining Legislation from other
Jurisdictions” are set out a group of tables.
These tables evaluate to some degree the following: Table 1: Miners rights and prospecting issues in Australian States
Table 2: Principal exploration tenure offered by Australian States
Table 3: Retention tenure offered by Australian States
*It is noted that there are no comparison in these tables that
compare the duration of real times from “Application to Grant”
for these types of tenements.
Further investigation or publication by DME of the timeframes from
“Application to Grant” for the comparative tenements would have
obviously revealed Queenslands Shortfalls!

DME have the best mapping and tenure system, “MERLIN”, which
can be accessed in all Mining Districts by the Mining Registrar and
DME staff.
There is no obvious reason, other than for bureaucracy for
bureaucracy’s sake, why tenements cannot be granted at a local
level other than current legislation, which this MRA Review intends
to improve.
If other States can offer Exploration and Mining tenure within a
twenty-four hour (24) period, then why cant a “Smart State” do the
same!
Throughout the MRA Discussion Paper document, the DME
continually draw comparisons with other States and Nations,
dissecting and picking and choosing alternatives, which the DME
obviously deem suitable.
Whilst this practice may provide alternative comparisons, it also
denigrates the concept of the “Smart State” strategy and in some
instances suggests restrictions that would not be suitable to many
mining operations, in particular opal operations, which have
geologically quite unique formation and deposition.
The Mining Industry and the Queensland Government should
develop conditions and Legislation that fully embraces the “Smart
State” principle, and create “Tenure forms and Conditions” that are
suitable to the colloquial and unique requirements of the Mining
Industry with consideration to the forms of mineral deposition, that
would encourage development and investment in Queensland.
To say that rather than to adopt practices from other States
resulting in a bastardisation of “like them” concepts may only
impede the Mining Industry and investment in Queensland to the
detriment of development, employment and financial benefits for
investors and the State.
There should no eligibility requirements for holding an
Authorisation, however the State could encourage a “MiningCertificate of Competence” as recommended previously, that is not
exclusionist and as prescriptive as the so-called “Authority”
suggested by the MRA Discussion paper conjures.
The only eligibility requirement should be that any Tenement has
part ownership by an Australian Citizen in line with the Corporation
Act (Commonwealth,) to ensure that the State is not in breach of
foreign ownership legislation when granting tenements.
Historically in all States of Australia, the average Australian citizen
has had the right to participate in Mining Activities without financial
or technical capacities being assessed.

Since white settlement, Australian Govt’s both Local and State,
have promoted individuals to prospect and mine the resources
available to the Nation.
In fact many States including Qld, have in the past payed or
subsidised Small Scale mining to encourage development of the
States resources.
Many of these localities discovered by Small Scale prospectors and
Miners have lead to Large and medium sized operators enjoying
the benefits of these “green field” or new discoveries
There are no need for annual reports on Mining Claims and leases,
however concede that there is benefit for the Opal Industry in
providing “Annual and Final” reports on Exploration Permits, to
improve the Geological Data Sets on Opal formation provided on
the interactive mapping, however believe that a simply designed
Final Report document could be designed that meets DME and
Industry acceptance.
Currently the DME require no opal Miner to submit “Financial
Security for performance conditions” on tenements and the QOMA
would recommend that the “status quo” on this topic be maintained,
however, could perceive that the State would implement such a
security on an Individual, in the instance were an Individual was
constantly in breach of rental payments, improvement restoration
performance, compensation payments and site safety performance.
A review of Rental payments in areas where Opal Mining and
Exploration is conducted should be undertaken to make it more
affordable, which would encourage and assist to redevelop this
flailing industry that positively contributes to the communities where
opal mining is conducted.
Whilst it is perceived by Industry that Exploration is relatively
affordable, the rental costs of Mining Lease’s have significantly
increased over recent years on areas of LIG and annual rental
often exceeds the purchase price of the land where Opal Mining is
conducted.
There should be no royalties payable on Gemstones.
The QOMA suggest that a separate Act is not required, but a
separate “Article of Conditions and regulated processes” for
Small Scale Mining” within the MRA’s and the Mining
Regulation, with the inclusion of “Industry Recommendations
of Improvement for Opal Mining Tenements”
The QOMA would willingly assist the State in the development
of this new article!

Q B3

Fossicking
Please refer to “Fossicking Representative Groups”

Q B4

Medium to large-scale mining
A.

It is not understood why small-scale miners have been excluded
from this question, as they also require Prospecting Permits.
The QOMA would like to see an affordable type of “prospecting
permit” that does not limit the holder to a certain area or Parcel of
land, but provides for the mineral type being sought, in our instance
“Opal” that could at least be utilised throughout the opal occurring
regions.
In reality, opal miners utilise prospecting permits to gain access to
land so that visual inspection for opal traces deposited on the
surface can be identified, so either an Exploration Permit or
Mining Lease or Claim can be pegged and applied for.
Generally, no disturbance is created therefore perhaps a Statewide prospecting Permit could be designed, so long as clarity that
“no disturbance” was to be allowed on such an authority, alleviating
the necessity to have a negotiated ILUA, yet still providing access
to the prospector on non exclusive lands and allowing the use of
hand implements for areas under ILUA.

B.

The current hierarchy of terms in the MRA’s are more than suitable
for the newly revised MRA’s. “Remember the Smart State principal”

C.

There are still problems to be addressed with such an “Authority”
with Notification of landholders and how might this best be served
as “in field work” may entice miners Large or Small to disregard
Notification processes in the field.
Native Title restrictions may at present be a impediment to the
development of such an authority as the State is not granting
Parcel Prospecting Permits other than for permission to “peg only”
that do not have an ILUA over these areas.

Q B5

Surface Area
The QOMA would require further consultation to develop
policy regarding this issue, however believe it has a lesser
impact on opal miners due to the nature of tenements (Mining
Claims) utilised where this may have minor effect.

Q B6

Mineral development licence and retention status
QOMA has responded to this question at Q B1 Hierarchy of
Tenures

Q B7

Priorities in obtaining tenure
The current priority for obtaining tenements is suitable for the new
MRA’s i.e. “First through the door"
A current EPM or EPM Application should exclude Prospecting
Permit Holders or applicants from entering the Area of the
EPM/EPM Application without the holder/s consent
In the event that the “Separation of Minerals” is introduced
competing Exploration Tenement holders would have priority over
PPH tenements and exclude mechanical prospecting from the area
without the EPM holder/s consent.
An MDL can be placed over an existing Mining lease, Mining Claim,
MDL or area for retention purposes only for future works after the
existing tenure holder has surrendered the mining operation for
their Mineral type.
Prospecting Permit holders and EPM Holders should be excluded
from areas in the tenement area that have previously lodged Mining
Leases/ Claims and MDLs or applications, without the holders
consent.

This is a complex problem and given the timeframes allotted to
the QOMA to review the MRA Discussion Paper has tendered
this suggestion and is not QOMA Policy but a spontaneous
view on possible avenues of “Assessing Priority”

Q B8

Prerequisites for obtaining tenure
A.

As stated earlier, opal miners come from all walks of life and have
different level of experiences, the QOMA would not like to see the
opportunity for any individual to be excluded from experiencing the
enjoyment and satisfaction opal mining offers and becoming
involved in as a vocation or hobby.
It should not be necessary for an Owner of a tenement to have the
necessary Mining experience or to even complete any assessment
of his/her skills, but have access to the skills.

We are certain that many large companies/directors, who operate
mines, have no knowledge of mining itself however rely on
employees to provide the skill base to satisfy legal and capacity
requirements.
Would these people have to undertake the proposed “authority
course” proposed by DME in this submission at “Best Practice in
Legislation” even though the likelihood of utilising the course is
most unlikely
B

Currently the principle mining regulator (DME) have not
required security from opal miners for Improvement
restoration etc..and hope that the ‘Status Quo’ is maintained
on this policy.
The QOMA can see however that the State may wish to activate
the utilisation of this security in instances where an Individual has
failed in the past to undertake “condition and obligations” on a
tenement/s

C.

Generally speaking you don’t have to be Rockerfella or Einstein to
undertake the costs and knowledge for Opal Mining.
The ability for the applicant to express that they have either the
knowledge/skills, machinery and financial capacity or to be able to
obtain support to attain these by employing, partnership or Joint
venture should be expressed in an application by a basic
“Supporting Statement”, as is currently the case for most Mining
Tenement applications.
However, these “Tenement Applications” and “Supporting
Statements” should not be designed to be overzealous for Small
Scale Mining and it is against the recommendation made for the
“New Criteria for Success” (see “Accessing the Criteria for
Success. Page 22) made by the QOMA and could only naturally be
fostered by any supportive Mining Regulator.
As discussed previously, providing a Miners – Certificate of Merit
could assist a path for people that do not have the skills to enter
into the Industry.
This could assist in applicants in attaining “Base Skills” if they do
not have them currently, however should not be a necessity for
experienced miners unless positive incentive to do so was given by
the State. i.e.:- reduced rentals on ML’s, introduction of OPAL
MDL’s, removal of Royalties on Gemstones.
This still should not be a Certificate that the State could revoke

D.

There is no obvious technical reason why that tenements must go
through the current complex process when applying for EPM’s or
Mining Leases. As discussed DME regions have “Merlin” which
identify “tenement background” areas of “Native Title” so there is no
technical problems associated with Local grant, just the will to
improve in policy by past Mining Regulators.
The only instances where a small-scale mining lease should go
through any other process is when there is an objection or the
compensation issue has not been resolved otherwise if all is in
order in an EPM or Mining Lease/Claim then the local DME office
should be able to approve an application once all paperwork is in
order.

Q B9 A

Competing and overlapping tenures
The grouping of minerals, in principle, is a good idea, however you
still have to call them (Exploration Licences) Exploration Permits
until the MRA submission has been reviewed and accepted.
(it sounds like an accepted fact by you policy guys already and
express this as a fact and are not requesting an opinion or view
plus - remember the Smart State strategy)
The QOMA and possibility the rest of the Mining Industry sees
benefit in the “Grouping of Minerals”.
Should this policy be adopted it will certainly, in instances have
impact in the case of competing “overlapping tenures” where the
same ground has mineral deposition of different types/groups of
interest to the parties.
The current principle that Exploration Permit’s have priority over a
Prospecting Permit should be maintained.
QOMA would only support this initiative on the basis of “First
through the door” process for all tenements and believe if another
party has enough interest in the “background mineral category they
will either- wait, provide commercial remuneration or offer a joint
venture on the project.
To clarify, if two different mining groups had different Exploration
Permits over the same area for different minerals then the first “Old
Mate” to peg a lease/retention tenement from “Physical Exploration”
undertaken, (Not Airborne surveys) and actually substantiate the
resource, should have right over the tenement area.

We are cautious, if not dubious to support the proposal to include
the powers to resume a Mining Tenure by the State (Q B20) as the
State would undoubtedly role over on Small Scale Miners if a larger
company “wined and dined “The Powers that be.” to acquisition the
tenement claimed, leased or under retention on the pretence that it
would be better for the State!

Whole sub-blocks should not be available for retention;
retention should only be in the form of MDLs, similar to a
lease, with a defined area covering the potential resource with
rental payable so as to discourage “Land Banking”

B.

Naturally, being that a proposed “Exploration Permit” and
Prospecting Permit is to be divided into several categories then
the rental would also have to be divided equally into the same!
You couldn’t possibly pay as much or more, for less!!
The obvious of who gets entitlement or priority over lands for
retention and mining tenements (Leases and Claims).
Native Title issues such as if a group have the prioritised right over
an area by being “being first to lodge their Retention, ML, MC
application yet are going to be seriously delayed because of Native
Title issues should the rights of others be impeded on the same
area if they already have an existing ILUA which can provide
immediate access to the same land.
An example in some current Small Scale ILUA’s they deliberately
exclude Companies from the Native Title Area Agreements,
therefore Companies are forced to utilise the RTN process,
Expedited procedure or develop their own ILUA.
These processes can cause inherent delays and may in some
instances be seen as a form of Land Banking by stealth, utilising
the Native Title processes to deliberately delay processing the
tenement add significantly more processes and time, which impede
other parties from accessing the area.
It is suggested by QOMA therefore, that priority is given to an
applicant subject to having immediate Native Title access to
the lands under tenement application for Exploration,
Retention or Mining Tenements.
This whole concept seems like a can of worms, and will need a
lot of Industry consultation to resolve.

Q B10

Attributes of tenures and relinquishment.

A.

As stated at Question B1, Amendments for Exploration Permits,
the QOMA expressed the belief that the majority of opal miners
wish that the whole of Western Queensland’s potentially opalised
areas (As per DME geological data sets) should be included as
Restricted Areas.
The conditions that currently apply for RA’s which include the
holder only being able to hold the Exploration Tenement for one (1)
year and should place both small-scale and companies on level
playing field, so as to preserve the longevity of the Opal Industry
and the States “Opal endowment.”

Additionally, no opal miner including companies or related parties
should be able to hold more than four (4) granted Exploration
tenements at any one time.
There is no individual or company that have the resources to justify
the Land Banking that is currently being facilitated with the States
approval over known opal resources, that should have been
included in previous RA’s.
No option of renewal unless in mitigating circumstances
The QOMA believe that the trade off for this recommendation
is prompt local granting, therefore Miners choosing to explore
will have plenty of available areas to undertake exploration
activities.
The adoption of these recommendations will encourage
turnover of land.
The QOMA would like to discuss this proposition with Mines
Department policy officials prior to enacting on this topic so
as to ensure that the opal Industry at large is satisfied with this
position as QOMA have only had limited time to research this
point amongst the opal mining industry.

Q B11

Transfers subleases and mortgages.
QOMA are still discussing policy with regard to this issue.
Due to the short timeframes and lesser priority we have not
provided comment .

Q B12

N/A

Q B13

Monitoring Performance
A.

Small-Scale Miners should not have to provide annual reports and
development plans, as is currently the case.
It is difficult to assess what would be required for an annual report
in the case of Small Scale Mining and given the nature of “Opal
Formation” it is even more difficult to assess projected
developments.
The QOMA believe the inclusion of these criteria, as new
conditions will only serve to occupy more public servants
within the mining regulatory regimes that are most likely ill
equipped to service the breaching of these non-compliance
were they to be forced upon small scale miners and unhelpful
to the redevelopment of this Industry

B. The QOMA believe miners anticipate and expect a normal level of
inspection by Departmental Officials and do there utmost to comply
with existing regulations.
C.

Infringement Notices should be only given in serious
circumstances.
It would be better if minor infringements were resolved “in the field”
or by less prescriptive methods.

D.

Q B14

The current process of “Showing Cause” should be retained for
serious issues of breach of conditions only.

Water related issues
Currently water issues for Opal Mining is a non-issue in the vast
majority of circumstances for Opal Mining in Western Queensland.
Opal Miners may utilise water run off in small cuts or dams, for
supplying water services for camp infrastructure only.
Future potential of the “Black Opal deposits” in the Wallangalla
Sandstone formation in Queensland would require water usage as
the deposition of this form of opal requires washing or puddling as
an extractive process, however are usually only small dams and
are an essential infrastructure requirement for development of
these Opal fields.
Whilst Queensland currently has few if any Opal Miners currently
exploring or mining the “Black Opal deposits” in Queensland, it
could be of value to compare the “arrangement” of the New South
Wales “Black Opal Fields” where “Dam Commons” have been set
up by the Opal Mining Associations and are leased to numerous
miners where puddlers/trommels are set up on sites around dams.

The dewatering of these contained sites are facilitated and recycled
for use and are replenished by rainfall.
De-silting of these sites is undertaken frequently and utilised as
rehabilitation medium.
As Opal Mining utilise no contaminants i.e.: Heavy Metals
there is little if any threat from contaminants being introduced
into the environment.

Q B15

Administration
The administrative processes of the MRA’s and its implementation
by the bureaucracy is a nightmare.
At best it is an inefficient quagmire that severely impedes
businesses, incurs downtime, leaving man and machinery idle
despite any business projections on what be deemed “acceptable
processing timeframes”.
This is being experiences on all background tenement types be
they freehold, GHPL or Pastoral holdings therefore these delays
cannot be readily dismissed by the Mining Regulators as Native
Title problems.
As discussed previously, the Local Mining Registrars should be
empowered to grant tenements (EPM’s, ML’s, MC’s and Retention
tenements) to Small Scale Miners in instances when all the
“Application Data” required is in order.
This policy would alleviate the majority of small-scale mining
applications being added to the labyrinth of mainstream Tenement
Applications which are processed through varying sections of the
department that currently evaluate criteria for Small, Medium and
Large scale mining operations.
This regionalisation of DME service would be more cost effective
for the Mining Regulators
Naturally, a review to simplify documentation formats and
duplication as well as technical and financial information be
relaxed for Small Scale Mining.
Timeframes should be legislated to ensure administration
performance is undertaken expeditiously and resources
allocated (both human and financial) to ensure the
performance criteria by the State are met!

Q B16

Compensation
It is most unlikely that Small-Scale Mining would have devastating
impact on a graziers or farmers land incurring significant losses that
would warrant any Hardship Compensation to Land Owners, at
least by Opal Mining in the western parts of the State.
We could see in the greater scope of the Mining Industry at Large,
it would be fair in most instances to include the purchase of land by
a Miner /Mining Company when significant portions of land are
disturbed and refrain the farmer/landowner from earning their
livelihood, however, this should not be the case when a land owner
purchases the land knowing the extent of development of the mine
or current operations by the mine will have significant impact on the
land and the landowners potential to earn.
The QOMA object to including the surrendering any mineral rights
to the landowner.
The QOMA believe that the current heads of compensation are
adequate and should have the inclusion of a “Schedule of
Compensation” for Low Intensity Grazing areas where opal
mining is conducted in Western Queensland as discussed in
Question A4 (A)

Q B17

Provision and release of data
A.

Data should be released after DME have assessed annual and
Final reports on EPM’s.
EPM tenements are non exclusive however give a form of
exclusivity for the operator to have first option to peg a Mining or
Retention Tenement and therefore any release of data would not
effect the operators potential to obtain any tenement and therefore
have little consequence from the release of such data.
Any airborne survey undertaken by an operator can optimally
identify areas of interest for the operator to obtain an EPM over the
area of interest.
An operator conducting airborne surveys should not have to
release this data until they have protected the right to obtain the
tenure required over any area of interest.

B.

In the case of Small-Scale Mining it should not be compulsory but
optional to lodge drill cores and cuttings.

C.

The QOMA believe that supplying some form of Annual Report on
EPM’s detailing to the best of the miners ability their observations
and findings, which will help the Opal Industry contribute to improve
the Geological Data Sets.
The QOMA believe that a form could be easily designed by
Industry and the “Annual Report Assessment Team” to assist
in the facilitation of this reporting requirement.

Q B18

The QOMA believe that the option to include the right to involve an
external body when a miners rights have been affected should be
included in the MRA’s.
Internal investigations do not always provide transparency during
investigation, and are all to often “covered up” to the dissatisfaction
of the miner.
The QOMA are investigating utilising the ombudsman to refer
all tenement delays and for matters of victimisation, as
complaints to the Department often fall on deaf ears!

Q B19

Land and Resources Tribunal.
By and Large the Lands and Resources Tribunal are effectively
administering their role, however the QOMA would like to see
that the Local Mining Registrar could grant Mining Leases
when their are no complications i.e:- no objections, no
compensation issues.

Q B20

Resumption
A.

The QOMA are cautious, if not dubious to support the proposal to
include the powers to resume a Mining Tenure by the State, as the
State would undoubtedly role over on Small Scale Miners if a larger
company had interest in the same area and “wined and dined” the
“Powers that be” to acquisition the tenement claimed, leased or
under retention on the pretence that it would be better for the State!
The QOMA therefore do not support the principle.

B.

Should the State include the “Resumption of Mining Tenures” then
naturally, compensation must be made for any projected losses of
a tenement holder.

C.

The QOMA would prefer that the acquisition powers are left as is,
however, if an Exploration Permit has been assessed and granted
by the administering authority who are representatives of the State
and the State wish’s now to acquisition, then the State must
compensate, for incurred and projected losses.

Conclusion
The QOMA has provided the above questionnaire response based on research it has
been able to facilitate in the timeframes allotted by the DME in the MRA Discussion
Paper.
The QOMA does suggest that the answers or recommendation’s provided herein are
conclusive, however, is what QOMA are able to provide in the short time frames given.
The QOMA are hopeful that further consultation with DME with regard to this MRA
Review, will result in the development of future MRA’s and Regulations that will assist in
the positive redevelopment of the Opal Mining Industry that is sorely needed.
The QOMA look forward to involvement and input in the future development of the MRA
Review and have provided the contact list below for the DME to contact for when this
certain occasion arises.
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